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Hi everyone,
It is good to be printing the magazine again this
month although at the time of writing this it looks
like we might just be going into another lockdown.
In the event that future covid lockdowns disrupt
printing and we go digital pdf dispatch via email
and website then the ad cost is reduced by 50%
We started digital pdf dispatch on the last
lockdown when not only our distribution sites
closed but our printer as well. Digital pdf proved
exceptionally popular and is continuing to grow.
Newsagents like Dixon’s in Carlton Colville.
Waveney News, High St, Lowie. Village Rise in
Weston Way, Lowie. Barbrookes in Reydon,
Southwold. Kirkley News, LRS, Lowie. Premier
Convenience store in Pakefield. Hillside News in
Worlingham and others are very much with us.
Don’t forget Garden Centres like Holton Rd,
Halesworth, Three Willows in Bungay & Wangford
Farm shop too.
Our next issue will be out on December 1st and the
copy deadline is 18th November. It is also good to
see a trickle of events coming in as well.
Our new Free Ads section is beginning to take off.
This is a new service in the magazine where you
can list your items for sale or wanted - free with us.
Please email your listings to us.

Finally, we are
changing our social
media platform to

MeWe.

Tel: 01502 578074 E: the.buglemag@yahoo.co.uk
Enjoy the autumn sunsets everyone and stay safe!

The Bugle Magazine

Ian and Derek Swift are two brothers who have
built a brand-new gym in Earsham Suffolk. Ian
with over 20 years gym experience found an
ideal location and building to design a gym that
is a friendly, inviting family run gym for the local
community to use. Swiftfitness is not a
commercial gym and incorporates a non-
profit making boxing club primarily for kids to
partake in something that keeps them fit and out
of trouble.
Swiftfitness was due to open in March but had to
postpone due to COVID-19 giving time for
adjustments to the gym to cope with new
requirements. State of the art air conditioning has
also been installed which continually replaces
the air, keeping it fresh.
Installation of a face recognition camera to
enter the building and with sanitising stations
strategically placed it creates a safe and clean
environment as well as daily fogging for a deep
clean.
As well as the traditional weights and machines,
the gym also offers personal trainers, a café, two
sunbeds, an on-site sports therapist and
nutritionist as well as a fully air-conditioned studio
for regular classes that are included with
memberships.
You can find us at www.swiftfitness.co.uk
or Facebook @ swiftfitnessgym.
Tel- 01986 893480

Parcel of land required for
eco construction. Email:

the.buglemag@yahoo.co.uk

PLEASE SUPPORT OUR ADVERTISERS AND OTHER LOCAL TRADERS !

SWIFTFITNESS New Gym
for Earsham Nr Bungay
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The Cut Arts Centre in Halesworth and
photographer Bill Jackson are opening the building
in November for the first - ambitious - exhibition since
The Cut closed in March.
FLOAT was created during the forced isolation of
the Covid-19 lockdown when the issues of being out
of control of one’s own daily life and the compulsion
to maintain control was, and is, a daily struggle.
The black and white work is presented as an
installation with large scale projected moving
images for an extended shared experience, along
with 25 small scale, wall mounted, tablets for
individual viewing in the iconic Malt Room Gallery.
The Cut held two online exhibitions in lockdown and
is delighted to welcome visitors back. With one of
the biggest, most respected, exhibition spaces in
the region it’s the ideal space for socially distanced
viewing.
The exhibition is taking bookings in advance, with 2
hour windows for viewing available from 10am –
4pm. Each window has only 20 people, giving

space and time for the viewer to dwell and immerse
themselves in the shapes, forms and movement of
the cloudscape and consider their own relationship
with the here and now.
Bill Jackson explains, ‘FLOAT is a new iteration of my
work considering time & space through still, moving
images, and soundscapes. My line of vision during
the pandemic shifted from eye level to the open
skies and the constant movement of clouds. The
distant view, towards the horizon and upwards to
space, transports us from the close detail of real
danger and uncertainty to beauty and a sense of
freedom. The physical and emotional connection
with the natural world brought a new sense of what
it’s like to be a creative individual.’
The exhibition runs from Thursday 5 November to
Saturday 21 November with sessions available
throughout the day on Thurs, Fri & Saturday.
The Cut will be offering drinks and snacks during
opening hours. Pre booking essential
www.bit.ly/TheCutFloat

Exhibition at ‘The Cut’ Halesworth

Following their popular musical evenings on Southwold’s South Green, Magnus and Marĳe Johnston (two violinists
from the distinguished Navarra Quartet, currently living in Southwold) and local pianist Nathan Williamson gave a

concert for the children at Southwold Primary School on 1st October.
It was fantastic to see the children having a wonderful time and experiencing live music, and understanding more
about how violins work, what they are made of, and the wonderful variety of sounds they can make! This tied in
very nicely with the children’s science project for the term which is all about the nature of sound and how it is
made. Magnus, Marĳe and Nathan hope that it will be the first concert of many in local schools, although as the
concert had to be held outdoors it might have to evolve into a music and movement class so the children don’t

get too chilly come November!
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LIVE & LET LIVE

YOU CAN DOWNLOAD THE BUGLE (INC BACK ISSUES) AT WWW.BUGLEMAG.CO.UK

So, summer has gone! The recent atrocious wind and rain has shocked us into realising that sadly we
must face the dark winter months stoically, in the sure knowledge that Spring will return before we know
it. How lucky we have been during this time of fear and uncertainty, that the warm sunshine has at
least kept us smiling and able to get out and about.
For some of us, the autumn and winter bring an
added sadness. The activities of shooting and
hunting groups become obvious as the beauty
of summer's bird song is replaced by gun fire
from woods and marshes as our wildlife is shot,
while already the local hunt has been out
before dawn since August training their young
hounds to chase and kill inexperienced fox
cubs – but also any hares or deer they
encounter. In February hunt monitors
witnessed the repeated mauling of a young
deer at Frostenden and then just eight days
later, on the A143 at Stockton, traumatised
motorists witnessed a fallow deer brought
down and killed by hounds. Please visit the
Facebook of Norfolk and Suffolk Against Live
Quarry Hunting for information relating to
monitoring of local hunts and to view footage
of these incidents.
You have to wonder what type of people derive pleasure from deliberately causing fear and death to
our wildlife at a time when peaceful souls are yearning for an end to violence and death in a world
that is already scary enough. Now that hunting and shooting have been declared a “sports gathering”
and therefore exempt from the “rule of 6” they will feel free to pursue our precious wildlife with no
restrictions on them, while many grandparents reading this will wonder how it is that they are not
allowed to cuddle their beloved grandchildren!
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A new documentary film titled ALL MY LIFE'S BURIED HERE - The Story of
George Butterworth is out now on DVD and Blu-Ray.
This revealing portrait film explores the life of Butterworth, a promising young
composer who tragically died on the Somme, and includes a detailed look
at his visits to Suffolk and south Norfolk to collect folk songs with his friend
Ralph Vaughan Williams in 1910/11.
The 97 minute documentary brings together a treasure trove of previously
unseen archival materials, music and personal testimony in order to paint
Butterworth in his proper context, from his early years in York through to his
final hours in the trenches of the Western Front.
The film had its world premiere at The British Library in London, then toured
independent arts centres and cinemas across the UK through 2019 to great
acclaim:

“The best film account of a composer's life I have ever seen” - Ralph Vaughan Williams Society "Truly
compelling viewing and something of a benchmark in its field." - Folk Radio UK “Genuinely moving and
beautifully filmed” - English Dance and Song
Butterworth's finest orchestral works such as 'The Banks of Green Willow' and 'Rhapsody, A Shropshire
Lad' are featured in recordings by the London Philharmoic Orchestra with Sir Adrian Boult, along with
exclusive new live performances of Butterworth's settings of A. E. Housman's poems from 'A Shropshire
Lad' by Roderick Williams and Iain Burnside.
Each DVD/BluRay comes with a colour illustrated booklet with four newly written articles on George
Butterworth, including one exploring his folk song collecting in East Anglia with Vaughan Williams, by
distinguished Suffolk-based folk music researcher Katie Howson (who also appears in the film).
DVDs are on sale at £15.95 and BluRays at £19.00 each, plus p&p, and are available by mail order
exclusively from the film's website www.georgebutterworth.co.uk
Alternatively send a cheque for £17.90 (DVDs only) and your delivery address to HajduKino Productions
at 54 Kings Grove, London SE15 2NB.
A film trailer and further details can be found on our website: www.georgebutterworth.co.uk

ALL MY LIFE’S BURIED HERE
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According to a University professor, Political Correctness is a politically incorrect micro-aggression!

BECCLES PUBLIC HALL
Stage & Film Entertainment!

Live music starts the month with a popup electric guitarbar –
Jordan Bromage lets his guitar do the ‘singing’ to a host of
your favourite rock songs. The Open Space Theatre Company
bring us three hilarious Chekov plays and then popular local
singer Mark Anthony teams up with his son Isaac for music from
Soul to Rock’n’Roll. The month ends with King Henry VIII who
will recount the events of his long reign and invite his loyal
subjects to question him on any related topic!
Films include ‘Call of The Wild’, ‘Dunkirk’ for Remembrance
Day and ‘Love Sarah’. There is also Michael Jackson filmed live
in Bucharest on his ‘Dangerous Tour’ – brilliant staging,
exhilarating choreography, and MJ at his best!
Check out our advert on this page for all the details.
And then Christmas month is here! From the 19th – 24th we
present ‘Inside the Snowglobe’, an action-packed family
Christmas Show, with singing, dancing and traditional
pantomime slapstick comedy.
Before that in December you can enjoy a play from
QuirkHouse Theatre Company, three times winner of ‘Tribute
Artist of the Year’ award, Richie Sampson with his ‘Drifters’
evening, and a Christmas Variety Show to get everyone into
the Christmas spirit!
Book tickets for any of our events either through our box
office open Monday-Saturday 10am-1pm in person or phone
01502 770060, or online anytime at
www.becclespublichall.co.uk
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I wrote the stories originally for our youngest Grandchildren and
the idea came about after my husband and I were walking
through Kensington Gardens and saw a tree with a fairy door
carved into it.
Through lockdown it was lovely to be able to send the stories
through the post to the Grandchildren who live almost 200 miles
away, it was another way of keeping in touch with them during
these difficult times. The other stories just followed on and with
my husband's encouragement I decided to submit them for
publication and this is the result!
‘Olivia and Max discover the magic of make believe as they
find a fairy house in The Old Willow Tree. The fairies have had a
very busy time helping young children to feel safe during the
pandemic, holding birthday parties, getting lost, making new
friends and helping to save us from pirates These are fairy stories
with a difference that will allow little children everywhere an
insight into the world of childhood fantasy and imagination’.
The book is available through W.H.Smiths, Waterstones, all major
book shops, Amazon and on the ShieldCrest publishers

Featured Authors page. It is also in E-book form on Kindle, Kobo and Google play. Locally it is for sale at
the Flying Fifteen tea rooms, The Esplanade, Lowestoft.
I was a Diabetes Specialist Sister for many years and when I left nursing became a presenter on Blyth
Valley Community Radio, which no longer broadcasts. I can be contacted on 01502 508820 or e-mail
at: chrissieallen@btinternet.com

The Secret of the Willow Tree & other stories
by Chrissie Allen

A group of baboons is called a ‘congress’
- it’s all clear to me now!
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Always call a LOCAL trades-person Support LOCAL businesses

Hi there,
I’ve just read the October issue of your right-wing lunacy
pamphlet. I don’t know why you think it’s okay to push this
offensive filth through people’s doors but clearly you do.
Wars were fought to protect our shores from the kind of
thinly veiled hatred that you call ‘grumpy’.
I would like you to name ONE ‘no go’ area in the U.K.
I would like you to retract the term ‘Johnny Foreigner’ as a
means of describing people who work and pay taxes in this
county and can speak more languages than you can.
I would like you to explain how opposing the ‘watering
down’ of a culture doesn’t equate to wan�ng a culture to
be concentrated? Because surely the opposite of wan�ng
people to mix is wan�ng them to breed with one another
un�l you’re very swi�ly on a slippery slope towards arguing
for eugenics. Please explain that to me.
I would like you to prove to me that mul�culturalism
doesn’t work when England and Englishness has always
been a beacon of integra�on. One our na�onal dishes is a
curry for goodness sake. Walk into a hospital, look at the
NHS and frontline staff, I guarantee you they will be the
epitome of fully-func�oning and healthy mul�culturalism.
You’ve conflated the idea of being ‘grumpy’ with being
en�tled to print xenophobic nonsense and spread it. You
should be ashamed for a�emp�ng to divide a country at
the precise moment we should be pulling together.
I look forward to your next issue in which you take a long
hard look at what you’ve wri�en previously and consider
how it impacts ordinary, hard-working Bri�sh people like
me and my ‘foreign’ wife.
Shame on you.
Via Facebook

The Grumpy Old Man replies
The above le�er has taken my ar�cle in the October issue
both out of context and propor�on. You state that I am a
xenophobe but can assure you I am not. I have people
from other countries and ethnici�es in my family, which is
spread far and wide. The reference to ‘johnny foreigner’ is
a term that was used extensively in the 50s and 60s when
speaking of people from other countries. It was almost a
term of endearment and many friends from abroad were
referred to as ‘johnny foreigner’ but always with a smile.
The funny thing is that when we go abroad - we are the
johnny foreigner!

Of course we have many people from abroad manning our
health service and other industries like farming - and why
not?
Finally you asked me to name an example of a No Go Zone.
This is covered extensively in a report by the Gatestone
Ins�tute, the Interna�onal Policy Council.
My ar�cle simply said that we all tend to ‘cluster’ when we
live in a foreign country. When ex-pats went to Spain it
wasn’t long before pubs were opened in the area and Fish
& Chip shops too! Fish & Chips is a Bri�sh tradi�on, Roast
beef, Yorkshire pudding and veg is our na�onal dish I would
have said. Isn’t Curry the tradi�onal dish of India?
Poli�cal Correctness is a strange animal that s�fles free
speech because someone is offended by a statement that
was never intended to be offensive in the first place. Just
because a person is offended, does not make them right.
It does however appear that they are en�tled to
immediately brand someone as a racist or xenophobe with
apparent impunity.

Dear Editor
Ques�ons should be asked as to the compara�ve
effec�veness of full face visors and masks in preven�ng
transmission and inges�on of the Covid 19 virus. I would
suggest that basic physics dictates that breathing in,
crea�ng a par�al vacuum behind the visor, causes a suc�on
that will draw any droplets in from the base of the visor,
with no filtra�on, and therefore no barrier.
In breathing out, crea�ng a light pressure (or high if
sneezing), the air and droplets will simply pass (funneled)
out through the base of the visor into the surrounding
atmosphere, again with no filtra�on. In breathing in or out,
it is more likely that the volume of available droplets will
be concentrated. The single advantage of the visor over
the mask is the reduced incidence of virus re-circula�on if
the wearer already has Covid 19, however, this is not to the
advantage of the poten�al virus recipient. A visor will
protect the eyes from a direct assault, as from a sneeze at
close quarters, but a visor (full face mask) can only be
effec�ve if worn in together with a mouth and nose
covering. A visor may be more aesthe�cally pleasing than
a co�on face mask but it may give a false sense of security,
both to the wearer and the observer.
Terence Trelawny-Gower
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GREAT SAFARIS AT HOME with Ken Brickell
Until recently, I organised safari tours to the Timbavati area of the Greater Kruger National Park in South
Africa. They were for local people at local prices, far cheaper than those advertised in the national
press and they always included three nights in a hut or a tent in unfenced camps right in the bush
unlike those fake expensive safari tours advertised in the press. On my last trip I had two hyenas fighting
on my verandah in the middle of the night. On another, I had two male lions sleeping on my doorstep!
Sadly, due to my age, I had to give up.
However, my mates George & Viv who came on many of the tours have just told me how to get on
safari again and it's free. If you can get the You tube channel on your TV, simply find the You tube
channel, click on it and when it appears, scroll down until you get the heading "Nature", then scroll
across until you find "Wild Earth", click on it and you are sitting in a Land Rover with a Ranger and a
cameraman enjoying "live" pictures with fantastic close-ups of lions, leopards, hyenas, wild dogs, etc.,
coming from any of six or seven vehicles in Kruger National Park, the Kalihari border area near Etosha
National Park in Namibia and the Maasai Mara Game Reserve in Kenya. It is fabulous. Try it.
You'll never find a cheaper way to go on safari. On a real game drive, you could drive around for ages
whilst the Ranger tries to find the animals to show you. This way, you don't have to wait. The program
takes you to where there is something to be seen without the wait. Fabulous live pictures and sounds.
It's a pity they can't get the smells of the bush too. If you like animals and bird life, this is the place.
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There are friendships imprinted on our hearts that can never be diminished by time and distance

Kids Tea Parties.
Ah, I remember them well in those lovely days
that have long since said a sad farewell to us all.
It was a time where most kids had birthday
parties which were really just a special tea with
cake and pop and ham sandwiches in triangles -
with the crusts cut off naturally. Oh how your
mates piled round and tucked in to the fantastic
grub on offer at that luscious little event. There
was ice cream and chocolate sauce, maybe
even a trifle - and to top it all a finger-licking tasty
sweet birthday cake to get your chops around
and devour with glee. It was a great time with a
few games afterwards and all singing ‘Happy
Birthday’ to the boy or girl of the day! Sometimes
your mates brought a present and sometimes
they didn’t and that didn’t matter a stuff - so long
as they were there.
So what has gone wrong I hear you ask? Well for
a start there are so many allergies and so much
food intolerance in the world today you could
expect at least one of the little darlings to keel
over or blow up with a rash - they might even
send a note beforehand of all the things that will
adversely affect them. Added to that parents of
the birthday child send out notes saying ‘no
presents - please give cash - minimum £10 - and
shyte like that. It isn’t worth the bother today.
Another thing that used to be so simple that 21st
century living has utterly screwed up.
Kids at School
I heard the other day of a school in our area
where the policy is to have all the windows and
doors wide open to allow fresh air to circulate
and thereby battle the dreaded flu that is Covid
19. Kids as young as four are forced to sit in class
all day in coats, scarves and, if they are lucky,
fingerless gloves to combat the cold. Is this
school headteacher insane? How many other
schools are doing this? It won’t be long before
the poor little kids are all down with colds and
sniffling & snotting all over the place. The Covid

insane teachers will then declare that the kids
are all infected with C19 and the panic button
will be pressed. I would keep my child at home
and never subject him/her to this paranoia. Has
the world gone mad? Answer: Absolutely!!
Universities
And while we are on the subject, don’t you think
it’s time to get all those teenagers stuck in
university accommodation, out of there? They
were locked down in their living areas. Some of
them apparently have symptoms and most do
not. Parents are travelling sometimes hundreds of
miles just to bring them food and some are
apparently washing clothes in sinks. As many first
year students are planning to go home the
question must be asked: Why did Boris send
them to University when scientists predicted
trouble. Old cynical me says it was probably so
the greedy Universities could get their £9k from
each of the students - which the kids will have
trouble getting back (sorry cynical me again)
Come on Boris, it’s time to do the right thing and
let them go home and give them their money
back.
America’s Christians
The USA election is apparently going to be won
or lost by which way the various Christian sects
vote. These are ‘Christians’ who do not want to
see their ‘tax dollars’ going to help the poor or
the sick. No compassion there then!! That is no
surprise - the head of the church of England
(QE2) could end poverty in this country at a
stroke if she dipped just a little bit into her
personal fortune (£500 billion apparently) other
churches are available - (the Roman Catholics
perhaps -they are filthy rich) Can anyone tell me
why the fifth richest country in the world (UK) is a
place where so many of it’s people have to rely
on food banks and handouts just to survive?
So what else is new?
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In September I talked about the element of
Water and in October it was Fire. This month I am
going to look at the element of Air.
Everything corporeal on this planet relies on air
for it’s continual existence in one form or another.
Even plants that rely on the carbon dioxide that
we exhale are dependent on us first breathing in
oxygen, or air as we call it. In magical terms, Air is
the power of the mind, the force of intellect,
inspiration, imagination. It is ideas, knowledge,
dreams and wishes. Air is the element of new life
and new possibilities.
To connect with the power of this element, first
find a place in the countryside or a woodland
with clean air and breathe deeply, touch a
feather or inhale the fragrance of a heavily
scented flower. Let yourself experience the
energy of this element, and reflect upon our own
closeness to it throughout our lives. In the world of
magic Air governs the four winds. It is the vital
spirit passing through all things, giving life to all
things, moving and filling all things.
Is is so sad that mankind has now polluted the air
on every level and with all manner of
contaminants like toxic gasses. I speak often of
the folly of mankind’s constant wanton

destruction of the planet that sustains him. With
the current ‘pandemic’ in mind I recently read
an article that declared just how difficult it is to
prove whether or not this ‘virus’ was created in a
lab by man. ‘Therein lies the rub’ the scientist
declared. ‘When proving the case either way is
so hard, plausible deniability is a pretty safe
option’.
If this thing was created by man, then his level of
stupidity just went up by a huge notch. I am also
aware that so-called bio-weapons labs are
based in many countries all trying to work out
better ways of killing millions. It is a crazy world
indeed.
Now the air of the planet is carrying another
‘virus’ which it is just possible mankind albeit
unwittingly, unleashed upon himself. Now the
population moves around outside with faces
covered. We can’t see faces, smiles or sadness
on faces anymore as we are covering up, afraid
to breathe the air that mother nature provides us.
Air - our greatest gift from the Earth Mother is now
a victim of man.
This planet cares for us - it is high time we started
caring for it.

Southwold & Dunwich RNLI Fundraising Branch - Volunteer Team Members Needed
We are in search of RNLI ambassadors with a variety of skills to help organise fundraising ac�vi�es and events.
The RNLI is a charity that provides a 24-hour lifeboat search and rescue service. This is your chance to join that
team to really make a difference by raising vital funds for our volunteer crew members, whatever your speciality.

In addi�on to team members we are specifically looking for a Fundraising Treasurer.
If you would like to join our team please email: southwoldfundrnli@gmail.com phone:01502 723380
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SEAGULL THEATRE in Lowestoft
Remembrance show • Sunday 8th November

Medicine is not Health Care - food is Health Care.
Medicine is Sick Care. Time to see it for what it is.

The Seagull Theatre will be welcoming Full
House productions on Remembrance
Sunday 8th November to perform a
matinee show which commemorates
music, songs and sketches that helped
win the war.
‘Songs of Remembrance’ will be
performed for a limited capacity
audience to ensure the safety and
encourage confidence of anybody who
wishes to attend and includes songs and
medleys by the likes of Vera Lynn,
Flanagan & Allen, The Andrews Sisters,
The Glenn Miller Orchestra, Doris Day
and Max Miller among others, taking you
on a trip down Memory Lane.

The show is described as a “feel-good production not to be missed” and promises “a nostalgic and
humorous trip down Memory Lane” as Stephen and Paul perform a sentimental tribute to the popular
songs of the time, as well as sketches and poems that played such a big part in keeping up the morale
of servicemen as well as everybody at home.
The show starts at 2:30pm with tickets at £8 concessions and £10 full price and are available from The
Seagull Theatre on 01502 589726 or www.theseagull.co.uk
This will be a socially distanced performance with limited availability. Early booking recommended.
Approximate duration 80-90mins, no interval. Seats will be allocated by the box office before the
performance and you will be shown to your seats by a member of staff.
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ITSY BITSY WHATS ON GUIDE!
For a free listing E: the.buglemag@yahoo.co.uk Community fund raising only

Every Friday. Beccles Country Market, Quaker Hall, Smallgate. 9.15-10.45am. Cakes, savouries, cra�s and garden. Enq: Jill
Pulford 01502 715826 WE ARE OPEN AGAIN, PLEASE VISIT.

Monday, 16th November Alde Valley Family History Group Talk. The group will host a Zoom-based event, when author and
professional speaker Dr. Penny Walters will look at the evolu�on of decennial censuses in the UK. Take a look at the group’s
website h�p://aldevalleyfamilyhistorygroup.onesuffolk.net/events/ - for details of this and other events planned.

Bungay Car Club Auto Jumble annual event in Earsham has been cancelled for this year.

Let your weird light shine - so other free spirits know how to find you!

I take Metformin for the Diabetes caused by the
Hydrochlorothiazide I take for high blood pressure which I got
from the Ambien I take or insomnia caused by the Xanax I

take for Anxiety that I got from the Wellbutrin I take for chronic
fatigue which I got from the Lipitor I take because I have high
Cholesterol because a healthy diet and exercise with regular
Naturopathic care/Medical Herbalist is just too much trouble!!

Building materials for sale. RSJ (Steel joist) 180mmx100mmx3340mm. £75.00 (Lowestoft) 07906 693 010
‘Essex’ used roof tiles. 180 tiles 75p each or £100 the lot. V.G.C. (Lowestoft) 07906 693 010.
Homepride Flour Grader figure, Vintage plastic flour mill about 8inches tall. VGC £15. 01502 578074
Photoshop Instruction Hardback books Photo restoration and restoring by Katherine Eiseman - and Art
& Design in Photoshop £20 for the two Telephone 01502 578074
Tennants Gold Label beer crate, wooden with black lettering. Old and well used! £15 Tel 01502
578074
Digital Photography books. Hardback with many photos. Ideal for the serious learner! £18 01502 578074
Genuine USA Home Mailbox (usually found on a post near front gate) Metal construction with ‘mail
collect’ flag. Finished in pale blue (flag red) Genuine USA manufacturer stamp on body. £25 Tel:
01502 578074
Collaro Microgram Vintage Record Player 78rpm with original card of needles. (early 40s?) Mains
operated. Loft find. Not tested - sold as seen for restoration. £25 Tel: 01502 578074
Rank Hi Lite 35mm slide projector in good working order. Inc spare lamp and original Rank instruction
book! It is all set in its own suitcase type case with carrying handle . VGC £25 Tel: 01502 578074
Adventuridge Spotting Scope, Black 20x60x60 zoom. VGC No case or stand. £30 Tel: 01502 578074
1950s GPO Engineers equipment carrying case, box type with shoulder strap. 30cm x 9cm x 24cm
deep. GPO identity embossed on the top. £25 Tel: 01502 578074
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Jack will have to wait to climb the beanstalk at Leiston Film Theatre.

One of the areas most celebrated Pantomimes has become the latest seasonal
production to be postponed, due to the ongoing COVID 19 crisis.
Team B productions were due to bring their latest fun-filled family creation, Jack
and the Beanstalk, to the stage of the Leiston Film Theatre in January 2021, but
after investigating the possibility of still presenting the production on a reduced
scale, it was decided that the staging of the Pantomime would be nonviable
and greatly impractical at this time.
The popular annual event, has been rescheduled for January 2022, with

producers promising a show that is full of beans. The removal of the Pantomime from the venue’s programme
is yet another blow, as it struggles to recover following a 15-week lockdown closure.
Over 600 tickets had already been sold for Jack and the Beanstalk and tickets will now be transferred to the
new dates, with the same seats. Refunds will be available to those who cannot support the new dates, with a
refund cut-off date of 31st December 2021, after which time tickets will be non-refundable.
The new dates are Thursday 13th until Sunday 16th January 2022. For further information, please contact the box
office on 01728 830549, or visit: www.leistonfilmtheatre.co.uk

The human spirit needs places where nature has not been rearranged by the hand of man

FORANO-OBLIGATION
CONSULTATIONORQUOTATION

PLEASECONTACTUS

Be the ancestor your descendants
will be grateful for!

SHAKE FESTIVAL PRESENTS THE TEMPEST VIA ZOOM!
SHAKE Festival is delighted to announce a star-studded reading of
The Tempest by William Shakespeare, which will be performed on

Zoom on 19 November at 7.30pm.
Geraldine James as Prospero and Rebecca Hall as Ariel lead a cast

of young stars of TV and film, including Lauryn Canny, Amesh
Edireweera, Antonio Aakeel and Aidan Cheng.

The reading will be directed by Jenny Hall, who once played
Miranda in The Tempest at the National Theatre, directed by her

father Sir Peter Hall.
“This beautiful, jewel-like play has dark subjects at its core- the
abuse of power and enslavement, as well as dealing with issues

of nature verses nurture. It feels startlingly apt to read it together,
in these intense times,” said Hall. Zoom Tickets are £10 per

household from www.ticketsource.co.uk/the-tempest-shake-festival
SHAKE Festival is a new multi-disciplinary festival of Shakespeare,

inaugurated in Suffolk in 2019,
Geraldine James Rebecca Hall
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There are economic storm clouds on the horizon.
Anyone who runs a business or has a job listens to
the news and sees our Lowestoft shops, services and
restaurants struggling. What do we do? What CAN
we do? We do what any good sailor does, we
batten down the hatches, we realistically prepare,
we support each other and we ride out the storm.
What we shouldn’t do is freeze up. If you are
thinking of starting a new business, be realistic, but
don’t give up your dreams. Go for it! If your job is
looking like it might not make it, use your furlough
time to set up a new one. If you can’t find a job,
make your own.
I've been asked why would anyone start a new
business with Covid in the air and Brexit around the
corner. And I answer "There is no good time to start
a failing business, but every day is a good day to
start a successful one." Starting a new business in
bad economic times will force you to think hard
about expenses and be creative with your
marketing and business practices. It means that if

you can survive lean days, you can survive anything
and your business will be all the stronger for it.
Running a business has always been a challenge.
Starting a new business can be overwhelming. Even
in today's climate, new ventures will be launched
and there will be successes amongst them. Will
everyone be a winner? No, "everyone's a winner"
only happens in primary school, not in real life. But
those who pick themselves up and try again, will
have a much better chance in life than those who
give up.
Lowestoft has always been a town of hard workers
and we will work through any setbacks. If you're not
going to start up a business yourself, support those
who do. Shop Lowestoft, Shop Local!
“Resilience is accepting your new reality, even if it's
less good than the one you had before. You can
fight it, you can do nothing but scream about what
you've lost, or you can accept that and try to put
together something that's good.” ― Elizabeth
Edwards.

And I simply decided
to be happy again.

No matter what happens in this crazy world - remember you are a part of something far greater!

Resilience with Alice Taylor
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Dear Bugle
“Demoli�on of the Cooper Building near the Old Town Hall
in 2016 so they could get Burger King to build a drive
through was yet another stupid & terrible thing that WDC
did .... along with - leasing part of our North Denes to
Tingdene, using some of the Denes as a rubbish dump now
car park, failing to run decent campsites at Southwold and
Lowesto�, building the Lowesto� Pavilion, not replacing
either the South Pier Pavilion or Sparrows Nest Theatre and
wilfully neglec�ng our toilets, allotments, parks and Scores.
WDC then created Lowesto� Town Council with insufficient
funds, no paying assets (apart from problem Tingdene) just
as a dry bone to distract the Labour Party from higher
Councils. They also moved out of the Town Hall in the High
Street thus condemning the street to a financial black hole.
At the same �me they were constantly refusing to support
a Third Crossing un�l they realised that support would win
them an elec�on. Now we have ended up with a Pickle
Fork when we should have had a Tunnel. Crikey, you
couldn’t make it up. We pay these people to screw up!
The Labour Party it also s�ll screwing up at LTC, having
failed to convince the electorate to vote for them in
sufficient numbers to oust the Tories at Parliamentary,
County and District elec�ons. Have you listened to the LTC
mee�ngs recently? Labour ideology gone mad. What about
sor�ng out the toilets, parks and Town Hall now that they
have got them? No chance - all they want are vanity
projects to signal their doub�ul virtue like the Armis�ce
Centenary Seat & Garden (good in itself) they built in 2019.
They are proposing to spend Council Taxes on a food bank
(manned by Councillors if they can find anyone with the
�me to do it), a Memorial Bench to applaud the re�rement
of Stephen Ardley and Keith Pa�ence in Belle View Park
(YES!) and last but not least in it’s virtue signalling value, a
statue to the NHS. WHAT ABOUT THE LOUSY TOWN
TOILETS! Come on LTC, you are failing us!
The town should know that WDC are responsible for
burying several thousand tons of Eleni V crude oil under
Gunton Warren. It was above the HWmark but is now
below it. It was also buried under what is now their prize
housing development at Mobbs Way. It will hit fan big �me.
My second WDC disaster is their promo�on of the building
of homes on the Brooke Marine site. Houses with canoes
instead of cars? Flood barrage will make that more sensible
but s�ll poor planning for the town’s future economic
health. Building dinky homes by the waterside will mean
the loss of one of the most valuable natural small ship-
building sites in the UK, for short-term gain. Tory planning!
Why not build on that so- called and unused ‘heavy li�ing
quay’ along Belvedere Road?
Colin Law had a lot to answer for. Mark Bee with his gang
of Tory yes-men and �me- servers is excelling him at the
same game of dire management of the town’s heritage and

future. Why does nobody see the false claims and lack of
local consulta�on (3 only) that led to this exci�ng ‘Town
Plan’ of theirs?
Why do the Labour Councillors stand by and let them get
away with it?”
Regards Dick Houghton

Hello Bugle
Hooray, lovely to see you back! We so look forward to the
magazine every month.
Your picture of the giraffes and the a�ached short verse
about harming animals is so true! - how can anyone who
wilfully causes suffering be called a responsible, caring,
living human being ?
And how certain individuals talk about conserva�on and
saving this or that when they shoot or hunt is beyond me!
Their argument is that they are supplying the food chain
but clearly they are only feeding their cruel and selfish
natures.
I feel sorry for them! But we are the voices for all our lively
wildlife so if you are aware of any cruelty please report it!
NAME SUPPLIED

Dear Bugle
A recent government announcement. the “UK Government
plans billions for hospital projects” [Gov.Uk.02/10/20].
There are six trusts designated to receive £2.7bn in funding
for immediate rebuilding projects. They are Whipps Cross
in Leyton, Epsom and St Helier, West Her�ordshire,
Princess Alexandra Hospital, University Hospitals of
Leicester & the Leeds Teaching Hospital Trusts. The James
Paget is listed to receive seed funding to develop rebuilding
plans plus a further 23 schemes across the country will also
receive seed funding. The government statement revealed
that £3.7 billion is involved with the Prime Minister
announcing “From Morpeth to Milton Keynes we are
building 40 new hospitals across England to level up our
NHS so more people have top class health care services in
their local area”. Ques�ons have been asked as to the
veracity of this announcement but with this in mind
readers will probably remember that in 2016 the Lowesto�
, Halesworth & Southwold hospitals were closed. The
results of public consulta�ons & pe��ons were ignored.
The Lowesto� site was sold off for a paltry £457,000 and
the promised alterna�ve facility was not provided in North
Lowesto�. Now, wouldn't it be more locally effec�ve if
some of this promised government largesse were to extend
to health welfare in North Suffolk? The NHS hospital
services could be restored to Lowesto�, Halesworth &
Southwold so that some of this “top class healthcare”
could be readily accessible to the people in our local areas.
Norman Castleton

No matter how much we get locked down
and no matter how silly the weather becomes

just remember to:
String some Xmas tree lights across your

headboard and the mantle piece.
Play lots of old records. Watch old films on
telly. Play silly games. Read Books. Drink

Sunsets. Keep Toys in the Bath. Spin Yourself
Dizzy. Delight Someone. Send a love letter to
yourself Cook Delicious fun food. Smile always

& Dream of Gypsy Wagons!
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